
Navigation House
48 Mill gate

Newark-on-Trent
England

SITEPLAN SCALE 
1:2500

GENE LOCATION

cell  >  nucleus     >    chromosome    >      DNA    >       gene

2003
+ another $150million
(total $450million)
(finished version)

2003
$50 million
(post-new technology)

2006
$20-25 million

mid 2015 
$4000
late 2015
> $1,000

April 1999-June 2000
$300million
(draft version)

Genome mapping is a method of understanding our DNA, capable of revealing genetic vulner-
abilities to certain illnesses. By 2050, UK population is expected to double what it is today; an 
aging and growing population means national health services face inevitable privatisation; the 
genomill creates a closed economy; the healthcare system, supports itself as well as those who 
use it - future proofing our NHS, improving life quality and expectancy - the future of healthcare.

THE GENOMILL

Host building: Navigation House in Newark, Nottinghamshire 
  Victorian solid brick external structure
  Supporting structual concrete columns within 
  Historically an oil mill
  Situated on the bank of the River Trent

genome mapping affordability
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
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Navigation house is to be one of a series of national nutrigenomics production centres, creating 
tailored nutrition for use in preventative healthcare. At the facility, individual’s genome maps are 
tested, and a preventative healthcare diet plan produced. They are then told what on-site grown 
produce to collect. 

The user foillows a journey through the space, collecting produce, threading in and out of the 
building and circulating through the use of bridges, physically representing the genome map-
ping and layering experience, as they go on their genome discovery journey.
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Comments
Site situated on the bank of the RIver
Trent in Newark, England.

Existing structure is of solid Victorian
brick construction.
Existing windows are painted wooden
framed and vary in style.
Roof is slate tiled

Balcony to the North facade protrudes
over the waterway to the North of the
structure

Structural concrete columns support the
structure and run from floor to ceiling.

Site Plan at 1:2500

1 Entry and reception desk

2 Sample giving and running

3 Outdoor water connection

4 Genome map results - produce to collect

5 Genome map projection

6 Ground floor produce collection

7 Mezzanine floor produce collection

8 First floor external loop water connection

9

First floor east produce collection10

Second floor produce collection11

Second floor sales desk12

Exit and connection to next building in genome healthcare complex

First floor west produce collection
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Specification Comments

Padstone wall fixing:
I beam fastening: Simpson strong-tie post cap brackets secured using M4
galvanised bolts

1220mm width steel and concrete composite ComFlor46 spans the length of each
walkway and spans to fit peripheral landing spaces on each floor

I beam fastening: Simpson strong-tie post cap brackets secured using galvanised
M4 bolts

Concrete padstone: M50 grade concrete with 50 MPa/7250 psi compressive
strength

Scorched oak fixing: attached either side of the padstone into the existing
brickwork (500mm apart). 4 bolts secured equidistant from one another into each
baton.SOurced from local Nottinghamshire Sherwood Forest. Scorched and
prefabricated off site.

Expanding wall bolts: 1.4401 (316) grade stainless steel bolts for corrosion
resistance and higher strength.

Lighting component L001:
Component L001: 20x8.5mm aluminum integrated LED strip lighting unit with
profiled recessed waterproof IP65 aluminum channel with polymer diffusers. Fixed
with mounting clips into
polymer channel

Concrete jacketing:
Steel caging: 30mm diameter custom Metals Warehouse (Nottingham) steel rod
welded caging.

Concrete jacketing: M50 grade - high strength Hanson concrete (Nottingham).
Delivered and cast on-site into ply shuttering encasing the steel caging.

CONCEPT 
 VISUALISATION

Individual’s incomplete and blurred genome map projected onto frosted glass sur-
rounding walkways Informed what produce to collect from planters representing 
the double helix DNA structure. Genomic discovery journey begins - bridges act 
as pathways to peripheral destinations, spatially representing a genome map. User 
weaves in and out of the existing structure through considered extensions - blend-
ing the old and new by utilising pathways historically used for transporting goods 
in the building.

Personal genomic discovery is heightened as the user is physiclaly heightened - 
transcending through the space, with the top floor allowing for literal reflection onto 
ground floor water where indivuidal’s genome map is projected, now clear and 
complete as genomic understanding has been enriched. Sales desk on second 
floor, allows for ease of purchase and then exit to the medicinal genomic health-
care building.

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
FIRST FLOOR PLAN

MEZZANINE
 FLOOR PLAN

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

SCALE 1:200

SCALE 1:200

SCALE 1:200

SCALE 1:100
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Quadruple height projection space allowing for literal refelc-
tion on genome mapping journey. Mesh balustrade breaks 
the divide between individuals in the space, reducing stigma 
associated with illnesses.



ground floor
genome mapping, 
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produce picking

mezzanine floor
produce picking

first floor
produce picking 
and mapping view-
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walkway
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Site Plan @ 1:2500

Wood Concrete Brick WaterSteel

Specification Comments

1220mm width steel and concrete
composite ComFlor46 spans the length of
each walkway and spans to fit peripheral
landing spaces on each floor

Planters housed in 3D curvacious form

Galvanised rolled steel sheeting prevents
oxidisation and ensure longevity of the
design

Irrigation for the plants is integrated behind
each planter in the space left behind the
curved form

Site Plan @ 1:2500

Rectangle twisted 180degrees to create mobius form

End faces are bent to join with walkway opening

25mm Galvanised rolled steel sheeting

Solid ComFlor 46 composite steel and concrete flooring

Enclosed planter Form
Isometric view

Drawing NO. 121
Spiral planter detail
NOT TO SCALE - for reference only
Read in conjunction with ground floor plan drawing NO. 111

Wood Concrete Brick WaterSteel

Specification Comments

1220mm width steel and concrete
composite ComFlor46 spans the length of
each walkway and spans to fit peripheral
landing spaces on each floor

Planters housed in 3D curvacious form

Galvanised rolled steel sheeting prevents
oxidisation and ensure longevity of the
design

Irrigation for the plants is integrated behind
each planter in the space left behind the
curved form

spiral planter detail 
not to scale

         RESOLUTION

Balustrade detailing and con-
struction- containment of the 
core circulation of the space
Scale at 1:20
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Drawing NO. 123
Concrete jacketing and floor fixing details
Scale varies
Read in conjunction with drawing NO.119 - Long Section A-A and NO.122 -
Balustrade technical detailing

Concrete jacketing and 
column head detail
scale at 1:20

The Genomill facilitates the 
future of healthcare, future 
proofing our NHS, improving 
quality of, and incresing ex-
pectancy of life.


